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THIS ENrIRE SCOPE OF WORK fi'ALLS UNDER ACTIVITY CODE 6251 

Pro,iect Overview 
State requests proposals for the Local Road Research Board (LRRB) for a research project because balancing the level of 
service with budget limitations is challenging; however, the process is even more difficult and necessary wi1h a struggling 
economy. In these times, Public Works Directors, City and County Engineers and elected officials arc often faced with 
making difficult decisions regarding changes to public services-particularly the reduction and/or elimination of services. 

Project Goal 
It is the goal of this project to develop a guide that presents systems preservation and investment strategies (via a series of 
case studies) for local government units. 

Scope of Work and Deliverables 
It is virtually impossible for a highway departme!1tlroad authority to meet the needs of all users-especially with the limited 
financial resources available. This is compounded when users (e.g., commerce, local businesses, farmers, emergency 
response vehicles and !he general public) have varying needs. It gets even more complicated when agencies have to evaluate 
the entire roadway system and each segment that they manage. If funding was not finite, this would not be an issue; however, 
with already sltained· budgets, road au'l:horities need to prioritize the roadways within their network and assign budget and 
level of service accordingly. To effectively do this, systems-based decisions need to guide llJe strategic investment of 
those limited resoun::es. 

As a11 el(ample, Route A, because of its functional class and heavy commerdaJ traffic, may need an increased level of 
investment to construct and maintain to yield a higher service level; whereas Route B, that only provides access to 
lo¢al homeowners, would not need to meet the same high· level of a service and can be bu Ht and maintained to lower 
standards. 

The current infrastructore nl'<'ds exceed. available fundi11g. According to the 20 l 0 Pavement Condition Executive Summary 
in State's Annual Report: "Based on the current 201.1-2014 program, the percent of miles in "Good" condition on the PA 
[Principal A1terial] systern is expected to decrease from its current va.lue of 70.2 percent to 68.9 percent by 2014. The 
percent of miles in "Good" condition is also expected to decrease on the NPA [non-Principal Arterial] system from its 
current value of 59.8 percent to 57.& percent by 2014. This report is available at 
Y'fY:[YJ.,dot.state.rnn.uslmaterialslJ'.)vmtmgmtdocs/exessumm 20 I O.pdf. 

A funding gap exists in all networks: state, county, city and township. Either funding needs to increase (which is not very 
likely in current economic times) or a differentiation of each roadway system needs to be developed in terms of level of 
service and corresponding budget. 

This study will develop a series of approaches to leverage taxpayer dollars across a system and still meet critical needs. This 
could include, but is not limited to, converting traditional paved (hot mix asphalt) surface to some other version of a light 
bituminous surface treatment or even reverting to a gravel surface. The focus of this study would not be pavement 
preservation but a systems preservation guide that identifies opportunities to maximize the effectiveness of transportation 
resources on primary routes while changing other routes to a lower level of service. 

The purpose ofthis initiative is to serve as a resource to assist local goyemment enginee!'s in using available tools to 
nrnke tbe best declsio.ns possible wben malntaiuing a transportation network. These tools would include, but me not 
limited to: 

Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) data. This data was collected during a statewide project to measure the in-place 
structural strength of current pavements. the data can also be analyzed to determine the pavements "effective" remaining 
pavement life or required structural improvements if a higher level of service is needed. During this statewide effort, an 
analysis tool for local governments was developed; education and imp)ementatlon of!his tool is still necessary, 
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Minnesota cr,tsh Mapping and Analysis Tool (MnCMAT). Providing a safo and efl1cient transportation systeJn is a 
primary goal of every local government. This analysis tool enables a road authority to thoroughly analyw their network's 
crash data, determine trends, and make systematic and proactlve safety improvements. 
Pavement Condition Data, 111rough a State Aid funded program, the State Pavement Management Unit collects 
pavement condition data using their automated device, Pathway, for participating counties. This data is an integral part 
of an agency's pavement management analysis. 
Pavement. (or Asset) Management System. A compllter-based program that uses pavement condition ratings coupled 
with the maintenance philosophies and budgets to determine optimum strategies to maintai» pavements to a predefined 
level of serviceability. Several LRRB studies have been conducted to illustrate the uses and benefits of pavement 
n1anage1nent 
Trame counts/classifkatious. This data is important in determining the structural and geometric desigi1 of a roadway; it 
can also be used as a tool to assign level of service-especially if the data is expanded to user demographics and trip 
origin/destination. 
Land use/density. Most agencies have Comprehensive Plans that diagram zoning, land use and future land use. Portions 
of this planning document can be combined with OIS and traffic volumes to identify current and future land use-a key 
attribute for defining a roadways level of service. 
Best Practices: Managing fotera.ction between Local Authorities and Major Traffic Generators. An online 
document that present> s!ep-by-step guidelines for Minnesota City and County engineers on how to interact with 
developers of large !raffle generators (e.g. wind farms) regarding road-related issues, These projects require hauling a 
significant number of heavy loads on local roadways, potentially causing damage to the roadway surface. This document 
provides the road authority with guidance <m how to work with developers to preserve the roadway surfaces. Included 
within this online tool is a traffic calculator; another online tool that helps an agency measure the impact (road , 
damage/usage) of these additional loads. 
National Cooperative Highway Research Pi-ogram (NCHRP) 14-18 Determining Highway Malntemmce Costs, 
Report Number 688. This research project developed a process for determining an agency's costs associated with 
performing highway maintenance. 

Additionally, this project will generate new tools to assist local government engineers with the systems process to improve 
sustainabillty and determine/measure tbe appropriate level of service for each node of their network. This will include: 

Economic analysis 
Public relations, education and outreach · 
Decision treeprm:ess to develop a transportation preservation guide that implements a systems approach to level of 
service 

To determine how the varions data sets and tool are currently being used and to develop a planning process that is applkabl.e, 
useful and easily implementable, a case study approach using a cross-representation of counties would be tlsed. Based on 
geography, demographics, environment (metro/rural), previous participation and knowledge, the following counties would be 
invited to participate: 

Anoka 
Becker 
Dakota 
Freeborn 
Stearns 
Otter Tail 

The case study process would assess these six counties as to: 
What practices/processes, if any, they have in place to make infom1cd decisions or develop a systems approach to road. 
maintenance and level c>f service 
How they are ctmently using the available tools· 
Guidance for agencies on how to use available tools (pavement slTength data, pavement condition, road safety data, traffic 
and othem) to make informed decisions on system sustainability. A partial list ofthe criteria include: 
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o Pavement structure 
o .Region?J native soil/aggregate suitability 
o Traffic (ADT i HCADT) 
o Roadway geometry 
o Safety 
o Maintenance and rehabilitation strdtegies 
o Life cycle cost 
o Route impoiiance 
o Land use - current and planned 
o Social and economic impacts 
o Perceptions and opinions of !lie public and of elected officials 
o Other resources 
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Following is hrief description oftMks .required to develop a Systems Preservation Guide for Local Governments. 

Task 1: Iden!lfy Fnmling Gaps 
Contractor will develop exiting c<mdition/background information on each of the six pilot counties, inclnding, but not 
limited to, the following: · 

Task 1.1: Investigative 
Contractor will develop a questionnaire for each county, to assist with gathering/assembling information, including 
thefo!fowing: 

County infrastructure asset iuvenfory (miles of roadway in certain volume categories, paved and unpaved, 
numbers of bridges, etc.). 
Major asset condition information (road and bridges by volume andfor functional classification). 
Historic funding information for capital and non-capital areas. 
Historic condition and/or funding trends. 
General county maintenance methods and procedures for extending asset life-cycle. 
Current prioritization processes and methods. 
Current performance metrics or sta11dards that are used by the county. 
Known or perceived county performance issues/sbo1tfalls that impact capital and maintenance programs, 

Task 1.2: Technical Analysis 
Contractor will work with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and meet with the individual counties to 
determine the scope of the technical analysis. Contractor will conduct a technical analysis on eacli pilot county with 
information from Task l.l used as a base. Contractor's analysis will iqclude, but is not limited to, the following: 

Define hasic system performance give!) the projected revenues and cost trends (life-cycle, unit costs, desired 
service levels). Subcontractor, Brann.lntertec Corporation (Braun) will Msist in pavement eva.luations for this 
task. 
Evaluate the magnitude of the financial gap between revenues and expenditures needed to meet the de.sired 
performance. 

Tll'sk 1.3: CommunkMion and Education 
Contractor will develop overall communications principles and framework 111at will help guide the overall study 
process and product development. The focus of this is to clearly and constructively communicate information to 
elected leaders and other stakeholders about choices and build suppoit for sustainable long"term plan and decision" 
models that can aid in the decision-making process. In this initial phase, it will also identify initial perceptions and 
understanding of the issues with elected leaders through phone interviews. Contractor will a hold a oheck"in 
meeting to revisit !he project, the outcome and possible re·scoping, as needed. 
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Task 1.4: Development of Task Deliverables 
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Contractor will develop a draft of the State of the Highway System Technical lv1emorandum for review by tJ1e 
coun!y engineer. This memo will include a brief fact-oriented summary of findings and conclusions and it will 
be drafted witb assistance from State's communications staff. 

' Contractor will develop a questionnaire for the interviews with county elected leaders, and/or county 
administrators. The focus of th is effort will be to better understand elected leader perceptions and positions on 
transportation funding, asset management, data and tool issues and prioritization golng into the study. 
Contractor will conduct two interviews for each of the pilot counties with key elected/administrative leaders. 
Contrnctor will develop communications principles and framework that will guide communications ll1roug.hout 
the study. 

Task l.5: Stakeholder Meetings 
Contractor will meet with the individual pilot counties, up to four timc.s, during Task 1 to review and discuss 
information, clarify issues and confirm assumptions for the technical analysis. 

Anticipated Task Deliver11hles: 
St~te of the Highway System Technical Memorandum, which will include a 5-year and 20-year needs and 
resource analysis, an analysis of the gap and an assessment of the impact to users. 
Alternative Revenue Sceoarios and Information, on applicable funding programs. 
Communications Principles and Framework. 
Elected Leaders/ Administrators Survey: 

Task 2: l(.esource Use for Decision Mnke1"S 
Under this Cob!ract, Conttacror will complete the followiii.g tasks: 

Contractor Will conduct a literature search of relevant tools and resources that are available to local agencies. 
Contractor will interview counties to determine what tools they are using today, how they use them, and how effective 
they are in the decision making process. Interviews will be conducted in conjunction with the County Engineer's 
meetings listed in Task J. 
Contractor will convene internal experts to assess current rools'and issues, develop a matrix and/or other products to 
help assess or evaluate these tools an.cl their effectiveness il1 providing the needed information. 
Contractor will summarize the information .into a resource guide that will provide the lnfonnation clearly. Contractor 
will work with the counties to identify the best way to convey the information in a useable and understandable way. 
Contractor will develop a communkations plan to help local agencies use the tools to better communication 
information to elected leaders and other stakeholders. This would be done through examples and/or lists of do's and 
don'ts, Subcontractor, Richardson, Richter and Associates, Inc. (RRA) will do the majority of the work on this task. 

Amici:pated Task Deli.verahles: 
A Resource Guid.e, for local agencies that details the resources/tools developed. 
A Communications Plan, that will assist agencies in articulating how to use the tools to better 
communication information to elected officials and the public. Although the direct communication will 
be to the engineering staff, Contractor will also provide material to help engineering staff 
communication with elected officials. 

Task 3: Develop Prioritization Methods and System Recommendations 
Under this Contract, Contractor will complete the following tasks: 

Using the· information from prior tasks, Contractor will hold internal technical meetin&>s to brainstorm the potential 
prioritization concepts for tl1e pilot counties. Paiticipants will include Contractor, Braun, RRA, Subcontractor James 
Wilde and Subcontractor Ken Skorseth. Contractor will develop options for and an approach to worbhops. C011tractor 
will share their approach with the TAC and refine it, as needed. 
Contractor will prepare for and conduct the first workshop with the pilot counties. Contractors approach to the 
workshops 'vii! include both technical staff and elected leaders. One of the goals of this workshop is to develop 
scenarios tbat Will be analyzed. 
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Based. on input from tlle first workshop, Contractor will conduct a technical analysis to determine impacts to system 
perfortiiance and other key attri.butes. 
Con.tractor will prepare individual decision trees for each of the pilot counties, and assess the impacts to the system, as 
well as their ability to better balance projected resources with long term costs. 
As decision models may not work for all local agencies, individual within each county, or to drill. dowi1 for a more 
detailed analysis, Contractor will prepare a list of measureable criteria and risk assessment factors which could be used 
in each county's prioritization scheme. 
Contractor will prepare a range of possible prioritization factors and meet with each county engineer to select the 
criteria most effective at ranking projects or classifying them into piiority tier or improvement categories. Contractor 
wiil also discuss, with county engineers, how they can more effectively utilize tools aiHl data they generate (as 
presented in Task 2) during the prioritization process. 
Contractor will test a Hmited sample (approximately l 0 non-maintenance projects), using the preliminary prioritizations 
. criteria, to judge their effectiveness and validity, and make modifications to the ranking factors, as necessmy. The 
county engineer will utilize the revised system to prioritize (or re-prioritize) their current l 0-year program of projects. 
Those projects, or priority tiers, or improvement categories, that do not fit into the fiscally-constrained programs (e.g., 
those that fall into the identified funding gap) will be considered possible candidates for further analysis in Task 4 (e.g.,· 
non-traditional construction methods, jurisdictiorial transfer, delayed programming or further scope analysis). 
Contractor will meet with each of the pilot counties to review the results of the different scenarios and discuss the 
findings and recommendations, as well as an approach to workshop two. 
Contractor will assemble .an internal team to discuss an approach to the second workshop m1d obtain input from the 
TAC to make. final refinements. Contractor will then prepare for and conduct the second workshop. Contractor will 
gather input on issues, such as approach, tools, findings, recommendations, etc. 
Contractor will hold a check-in meeting with the TAC to revisit the project, the outcome and possible re-scope needs, 
as necessary. 

Anticipated Task J>eliverables: 
A Prioritization Methodology Memorandum/Report 

Tnsl!, 4: Systems Plan and Recommendations 
Under thfa Contract, Contractor will complete the following tasks: 

Contractor will work with the TAC and individually meet with the county engineers to establish a format for the systems 
plan, and recommendations. While it is not necessary d1at these plans be totally consistent, they should address similar 
top.ics and be consistent with tbe way that they communicate information (true to communication principles and 
framework established early in the process). 
Contractor will use the results of the decision-models/prioritization to develop a system plan for each of the pilot counties. 
This will include policy descriptions and rationale for decision-models/prioritization methods and the expected results. 
Contractor will summarize prior tasks into an overall systems plan and conduct onsitc meetings with each of the county 
engineers to review and refine individual plans/recommendations. This will be documented as a case study of the decision 
tree/prioritization process for each county. Case studies will document unique a1id similar aspects of the county plans. 
Contractor will develop an outreach and communications strategy to assist the counties in communicating the plan, or 
different elements of the plan, to elected officials and stakeholders. This would include, but is not limited to, the 
following: 
o Strategic Plan for Public Engagement 
o A Template for Newspaper Articles, articulating the benefits and rationale for prioritization 
o Talking Points for Radio and/or Newspaper Interviews 
o A Description for Websites 
o A Newsletter Aiticle, to overview the process and explanation of benefits of prioritization 

Anticipated Task J>eliverables: 
A S(1mmary of the Decision Tree Models, for each county 
Case Studies, of 1lle six county system plans 
A Public relations Communication Plan, for each county 
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Contractor will take the results from the pllot counties and extrapolate them into the following delivcrnbles'. 
A Summary Resource Guide for Each of the Available Tools 
Decision Trees and Application Guidance 
Case Studies of the Six County Application Plans 
A Template for a System Plan 
A Public Relations Communications Plan and a Tool Summary 

Task 6: DraftFlnal Repm·t 
Following State's publication guidelines, Contractor win prepare a draft final report to document project activities, findings 
and recommendations. The final report will draw from the deliverables of the previous tasks. The format and outline of the 
report will be reviewed by the TAC prior to beginning its development. An appendix will be developed, wliich will include 
items such as individual county case studies, all public relations and ctmnnunications plans, education and outreach materials 
and specific projectrecommendations. Contractor will work with the LRRB's publication process for technical and editorial 
review. Contractor will develop a draft electronic final report, outlining the process, decisions, products· and outcomes. 

Task 7: Submit Final Report and Tools 
Contractor will incorporate technical and editorial comments from the. review process into the draft report, as appropriate. 
Contractor will cons.ult reviewers for clarification or d.iscussion of comment~. Contractor will prepare a revised final report and 
submit it, electronically, for publication, and will submit any other tools developed aS part of this process. 

Task 8: Me!ltings, Scoping and. Project Management 
Underthis Contract, Contractor will complete the following tasks: 

Contractor will meet with the TAC to review and adjust the scope, work plan and budget to meet the specific needs of 
the users. 
For TAC meetings; Contractor will be responsible for preparati.on, attending and follow-up, as necessary. 
Contractor will hold internal team meetings to prepare materials and an analysis for key tasks throughoutthestudy. 
Contractor will conduct internal project management activities, such as directing of staff, communications and 
coordination with subcontractors, communications imd coordination with State's Project Manager, preparation of 
billings and addressing budget issues. 
Contractor will maintain quality assurance/quality control, including reviews of products mid memora11dums prior to 
delivery to State. 
Contractor will assist the TAC in developing and delivering presentations at various local and national conferences. 

Task 9: Mid-Project Check· Ill meeting and Project Re-Scoping 
Contractor wit! bold two mid-project TAC meetings to evaluate the project status and determine any needs for re.scoping the 
project. Future work will be identified by the TAC during these meetings, and if necessary, the Contract will be amended to 
reflect cllanges. 


